As readers and authors we will be:

As athletes we will be:

- examined a variety of poems looking at their poetic

- showing control and creativity when travelling.

devises.

- creating different ways to pass over, under and through

- taking part in performance poetry
- writing our own poems using a range of poetic
devices.

- supporting body weight using different body parts.

- taking part in weekly guided reading sessions.
- visiting the school library.
- studying a weekly spelling rule.
- revising word classes and punctuation rules.

As mathematicians we will be:
- learning the multiplication and division facts for the 3, 4
and 8 times tables.
- mastering different methods of multiplication and division,
using pictures concrete objects, mental methods and formal
methods.
- solving a variety of word problems.
- mastering our 5, 10 and 2, 4 and 8 times tables, aiming for
a bronze certificate or silver certificate.

As historians we will be:
- looking at the spread of the Roman Empire and discussing the reasons
behind this.
- discovering how the Romans changed Britain and what they did for us.

apparatus.

As scientists we will be:
- investigating the different types of skeletons and bones and
the importance of skeletons for animals.

As members of our community we will be:

- looking at how different animals and humans move.

- exploring whether Jesus did really

- exploring the organs inside of our bodies.

perform miracles.
- understanding why Christians believe
stories in The Bible.
- Looking at real life and everyday miracles.

As musicians we will be:
- playing different pieces of music on the glockenspiels using
standard notation and with a focus on crotchets and quavers.

As artists and designers, we will be:
- learning about the artist, Wassily

As computing specialists, we will be:

Kandinsky.

- programming the Probots to make a variety of shapes.

- looking at Wassily Kandinsky’s art and

- learning how to use the rpt button to speed up our

establishing the meaning behind abstract

programming.

art.

- presenting our work to a global audience via our class blog.

- creating our own works of abstract art.
As linguists we will be:
- learning the names of various classroom objects.

As geographers we will be:
- exploring the country Italy, noting the differences between
England and Italy.
- discussing the Geography of Italy’s land and Culture.
- Investigating how natural disasters have affected Italy.

Year 3 Homework, Spellings and Reading
Homework is given out on a Wednesday and due in on a
Wednesday.
Children must aim to try and read at least 3x a week.
Spellings will be given out on a Monday and tested on a Friday.

